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Introduction
Media and Entertainment professionals generate a lot of digital content.

They

need affordable tools to manage and protect this content. Small and medium
sized M&E facilities may not have a dedicated IT staff or the equipment budget
to afford expensive storage and storage management solutions. These
professionals will lose valuable content if they don’t have a reliable, affordable
way to make sure that their precious work is protected and accessible.
Many M&E professional facilities rely on small external storage devices to store
and archive their content.

This creates scenarios that require manual

management. The challenge is that there often isn’t the time to focus on the
creation and implementation of a real digital storage and backup plan, one that
considers both local and off-site copies of their files, past and present. Time
spent on digital storage and content management can be a major distraction
from what M&E professionals ought to be focused on
Cloud-based storage is a much-needed service for individuals and small
businesses, providing offsite data backups, archiving and management. It can
augment or even replace continued accumulation of old unmanaged storage
devices in a back room. Once data is off-site it opens up other potential online
services using this data as well. This can help turn back-ups into active archives
that can be a source of new business and a rich source of information. The trick,
particularly for video, is finding a cost effective provider and then getting the
archived content offsite.
In addition, modern cloud providers offer continuous management and support
of their customer’s data, keeping multiple secure copies and regularly checking
data integrity. It is now a common practice for cloud providers to encrypt
customers’ data, preventing unauthorized access to content.
Read on to see how this you can use cloud storage cost effectively in your
workflows.
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Sizing the Challenge: Digital Storage
Requirements in Media and
Entertainment Workflows
Video workflows already handle very large files, with orders of magnitude more
data coming down the pike. Raw and lightly compressed video, footage from
multiple cameras, rendered video files and effects, even proxy files already
create data storage challenges. Resolution and dynamic range requirements are
increasing as both input and viewing devices improve. 4K, VR and soon 8K
video continue to expand storage requirements.
Every hour of completed content already requires significant additional storage
for source footage, and Coughlin Associates estimates that required storage
capacity for content acquisition will rise by a factor of 5.6x by 20211. Figure 1
(next page) shows results from a recent survey of media and entertainment
professionals on how many hours they shoot for a single hour of finished
content. 2

2016 Digital Storage in Media and Entertainment Report, Coughlin Associates,
http://www.tomcoughlin.com/techpapers.htm
2
2016 Survey of Digital Storage for Media and Entertainment Professionals, Coughlin
Associates, www.tomcoughlin.com
1
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Figure 1. Content shot for one hour of completed work.
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Managing and storing working video content is increasing in complexity, and as
a consequence, backing up and archiving this content as well as the finished
product files is a bigger task.
Media professionals can use help to manage the increasing size and number of
content files.
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Digital Storage Best Practices
Various types of digital storage are used in the creation and production of
digital content. They all share one common, and potentially fatal, flaw: These
devices can fail and the content on them can be lost permanently, unless copied
elsewhere.
It is a best practice to create backup copies of working content as a project
progresses. A further level of security can be achieved by cloning storage
devices (such as hard disk drives) on a regular basis to preserve the software
used for video work as well as the working data.
Backing up data remotely creates another level of reliability and security. In its
simplest form, some industry professionals report transporting physical storage
from the office to some other location (like the home). While this does provide
some incremental protection, it is fraught with issues and not as reliable as
automatic cloud based archiving.
Cloud archiving, in practice, means data is stored in a data center that is
physically separated from the source of the original copy. This physical distance
creates protection from natural disasters (e.g. an earthquake) and local disasters
(e.g. a fire at the office). Local copies can be physically destroyed and/or suffer
from software “bugs”. Cloud based archiving provides reliable archiving,
particularly in disaster recovery (“DR”) scenarios.
Storage and archiving in the cloud is an important element in a well-managed
media repository. Once that decision is made, there may be a challenge of
transferring large video content into the cloud. Many offices have robust
download bandwidth but limited upload bandwidth. Coughlin Associates recent
survey of small and medium sized media professionals indicates that these two
factors – cost and upload bandwidth – are the biggest things keeping them from
storing content in the cloud.
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With the costs of cloud storage dropping and the robust data management and
encryption services offered with cloud storage, this is a good time to consider
cloud storage as part of your content backup and archive solution. In addition,
cloud storage providers have developed quick and inexpensive import service
solutions to help clients move their content to the cloud.
We conducted a survey of small and medium-sized digital content creators and
editors in order to get answers to some important questions regarding content
archiving and attitudes about the use of cloud storage for media and
entertainment workflow archives.

The details of the survey are given in the

appendix, but three important needs emerged:
1) Cloud storage needs to be affordable that it is practical for small and
medium size facilities
2) There needs to be an inexpensive way to upload large content files
3) The data needs to be secure and reliably accessible
There are solutions to each of these needs, as discussed next.

Inexpensive Active Archiving and Storage
in the Cloud
At first, local storage may appear to be the cheapest option for archiving
content, but the price of the hardware doesn’t account for the biggest cost – the
time spent managing and moving data to provide adequate data protection.
Storing data locally alone is dangerous and busy video professionals need a lowcost cloud storage service that securely manages archived data, provides some
real-time backup capability and avoids potential business risks. This becomes
even more attractive when combined with a way to upload and archive large rich
media content files at low cost.
There are solutions for delivering (and retrieving) large content files from the
cloud and today’s cloud storage solutions generally provide encryption and data
Coughlin Associates, 2016
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security that exceed what typical media and entertainment professionals can
provide in-house.
The most well-known cloud storage provider is Amazon with their S3 offering.
They, like the majority of cloud storage providers, don’t charge for online
content upload but they do charge to download content and they also charge a
monthly fee for digital storage. Amazon charges roughly $28/month for 1 TB of
storage.
Backblaze, a 9-year old cloud storage company, offers enterprise grade cloud
storage at approximately 1/6th the price of Amazon S3 storage. For 1 TB of
storage, Backblaze charges $5/month.

Table 1: Cost for 1TB of Cloud Storage for 1 month
Amazon S3 .............. $28
Microsoft Azure ...... $24
Backblaze B2 ............ $5
Backblaze has also introduced a beta version of its own bulk data import service,
Fireball, that is described in detail in the Backblaze section of this white paper.
Backblaze is not alone in offering a bulk data import service. Vendors like
Amazon and Microsoft offer their own import services. From a feature
standpoint, they all appear to be similar. A large storage system packaged in a
heavy-duty shipping container is shipped to the customer.
The customer loads data into the storage system and ships it to cloud provider.
The provider then ingests the data inside of the provider’s secure environment,
and uploads to the customer’s account. Generally, cloud providers do not
charge for the data transfer. But most of these providers do charge for the
service – between $200 - $600 depending on the service and the size of the
data device (40 TB through 80 TB).
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Conclusions
Cloud storage offers small and medium sized media and entertainment
organizations a secure way to store their content while making it available for
reuse and monetization and providing disaster recovery capability if the original
content is damaged.

However, the cost of cloud storage and bandwidth

constraints for uploads has stunted widespread industry adoption of cloud
storage.
The relatively recent introduction of reliable, low cost cloud storage changes the
economics and presents potential storage savings over traditional solutions
Furthermore, cost-effective services from cloud storage providers help clients
upload very large content files into the cloud. In the next section you can find
out more about Backblaze, a cloud storage company offering the lowest cost for
online storage. This enables media and entertainment professionals the
previously unavailable opportunity to economically utilize cloud storage as part
of their media asset management workflows.
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Backblaze B2 Cloud Storage: Setting the
Bar for Reliable, Affordable Archiving
Founded in 2007, Backblaze has been in the business of providing data storage
and archive for almost a decade. It remains a founder driven company and has
earned its industry leading reputation from the quality of its service and the
transparency of its operations. Technical innovations (many of which are shared
on their blog) enable them to be the industry’s low cost leader. They are one of
the standard bearers for the cloud storage industry.
As discussed earlier in this paper, Backblaze’s cloud storage offering is robust
and affordable. If a user were to store 1 TB of data, the storage fees would be
$5/month. This is nearly 1/6th the price of Amazon’s S3. In addition, Backblaze
offers a cloud storage pricing calculator on its site where users can compare
pricing from all major vendors - https://www.backblaze.com/b2/cloud-storagepricing.html
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In an effort to accommodate the specific use cases of the media &
entertainment industry, Backblaze has introduced its “Fireball” Service.
Backblaze Fireball is an import service for securely migrating large data sets
from your on-premise environments into B2 Cloud Storage. Backblaze sends you
a Backblaze Fireball, a large storage system packaged in a heavy-duty shipping.
The customer loads data into it and ships it back to one of Backblaze’s secure
data centers (in a prepaid box). Inside their secure environment, Backblaze then
ingests the data into the customer’s B2 account.
This service is designed for customers that might have limited upload bandwidth
and want to expedite a data transfer into B2. The price of Backblaze Fireball
(currently a beta-phase offering) costs $550 plus shipping for up to 40 TB of
content. Whether uploaded in bulk using Fireball or through the Internet (good
for incremental backups and smaller files) your data is stored in Backblaze’s data
centers.
For more information on Backblaze’s B2 Cloud Storage and their Fireball
offering, please visit www.Backblaze.com/B2
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Appendix
Storage Survey of Media and Entertainment End Users
I want to give a special thank you to Larry Jordan of Digital Production Buzz for
help in recruiting survey participants! The survey consisted of a set of 8
questions. These questions and participants’ responses are summarized below:
1) Who in your organization decides on your method of archiving?
All but one survey participant said that they make these decisions alone.
That person said it was a team decision.
2) What do you currently use for archiving data (equipment, software or
service)?
Most survey participants use external hard drives with some making
copies on two drives. A few store data on DVDs or cloud storage. Some
clone hard drives, some use .txt files indicating where things are stored.
Others use simple data management software like Neofinder and FCP X
media management. External storage devices dominate small M&E
professional archives. This can lead to problems finding older data and
potential risk is the data can’t be accessed from older external storage
devices.
3) How do you use your archives?
Archives are generally composed of older files that are not in active use
(e.g. after 6 months). One person said archiving is keeping media for 7-10
years. Some said archives are used for safety, to recover projects a client
may need for follow-on work such as new versions of a movie or flashback
sequences. Also, archives are used if there is a problem or if a file gets lost or
corrupted.
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4) What do you expect from your archives?
Survey respondents wanted a simple approach for archiving that is easy
for newcomers to learn. They also want to be able to reinstate a project
fast and understand the naming and file organization structure. In addition
they want to have access to project versions for quick reference via shared
storage. Participants want to be able to search content without having the
archival media present.
5) How much time and money do you spend archiving data for a given video
project?
For the survey participants, time was their biggest investment in
archiving. One said it usually costs less that $500 per project and 6-10 hours
for archiving. They archive not only project media but camera original files
as well.
6) How often do you retrieve things from your archives?
While some folks rarely access their archives, many participants do.
Several said they access a file about every two months or more.
7) What do you think of archiving your video content to the cloud?
The biggest issue to archiving video content to the cloud for the survey
participants was the speed of their Internet connections. In addition,
several folks worried about storing data out of house, in a data center and at
the mercy of possibly fickle companies. Security of the data is a very
important concern followed by the various costs of online storage.
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